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Introduction 

Travel and entertainment (T&E) expense spending is for many organizations a significant investment with an 
expected financial return. Businesses spend between 6 percent and 12 percent of their total annual budget for T&E 
expenses, Aberdeen Group finds, and its success is often measured in terms of new business, stronger client and 
supplier relationships, and staff professional development. It’s an investment that pays off; for every dollar invested 
in business travel, U.S. companies generate $9.50 in revenue and $2.90 in profit, according to an analysis across 
14 industries by Oxford Economics and the U.S. Travel Association.

However, T&E expenses are also a notoriously hard-to-control area of spending, often with complex rules and 
time-consuming procedures required for reimbursement. The way an organization manages its T&E expense 
reporting process can make all the difference. This white paper shows how T&E expense report automation pays 
for itself by helping organizations maximize employee productivity and reduce costly mistakes to ensure the 
greatest return on investment (ROI) for its T&E dollar.

T&E spending ranks as the 
second most difficult operating 
expense category to control, 
per Forrester Research.
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The ROI of Business Travel

Business travel – which includes meetings with prospective and existing customers, conferences and trade shows, 
and incentive trips – drives revenues and profits for businesses in all industries.

In 2017, U.S. businesses are expected to spend an estimated $293.1 billion on travel – a 3.8 percent increase 
compared to 2016, according to the Global Business Travel Association (GBTA). Fifty-four percent of this spending 
is tied to customer meetings, conferences and trade shows, according to research from Oxford Economics and the 
U.S. Travel Association. Overall, 60 percent of businesses have workforces that travel at least four weeks per year, 
according to PayStream Advisors.

The average business 
trip cost for domestic air, 
hotel and car rental is 
$1,002, per Travel Leaders 
Corporate 2015. $1,002

Business travel delivers a median return on investment of between $4 and $19.99, according to research from 
Oxford Economics and the U.S. Travel Association. What’s more, every dollar spent on business travel delivers 
an average $2.90 in new profits. Not surprisingly, Oxford Economics and the U.S. Travel Association found that 
customer meetings provide the greatest returns, delivering median return on investment of between $15 and 
$19.99 per dollar invested. Conferences and trade shows deliver revenue of between $4 and $5.99 per dollar 
spent. In fact, more than half of business travelers surveyed by Oxford Economics and the U.S. Travel Association 
estimate that between 5 percent and 20 percent of their company’s new customers were the result of trade show 
participation.

The next few sections of this white paper will show how the expense reporting process can be an area that furthers 
this return on company spending, or erodes it via workflow inefficiency and lost employee productivity. 
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The True Costs of Manual T&E Expense Report Processing

Processing T&E expenses in a manual environment is a costly proposition. In fact, PayStream Advisors reports 
businesses spend an average of $26.63 to manually process a single expense report, compared to $6.85 to 
process one report with a fully automated system.

And with less than half of all businesses tracking their expense report processing costs, according to research 
from Certify and PayStream Advisors, the costs of manual processing are likely higher.

In a manual expense report processing environment, travelers must gather receipts and itineraries and write 
down any non-receipt items, enter expenses into a spreadsheet with the category, dates and vendor, print the 
spreadsheets, tape or staple receipts to the spreadsheet and make photocopies, sign and date the report, and 
mail the report to their manager for approval. Once managers receive a paper expense report, they must ensure 
each expense has a receipt, look for out-of-policy purchases, report any errors to the employee, and sign and 
approve the report and route it to the next manager for approval or to accounts payable for payment.

36% of organizations 
identify the 

time it takes to reconcile, review 
and approve reports among 
their top expense management 
pain points, per Certify research.

Æ

Next, the accounts payable department checks each report for receipts, manager approvals and out-of-policy 
purchases, match receipts with line-items, verify all charges, dates and vendors, manually enter expense data into 
the company’s accounting software, and manually enter data from the accounting software into the company’s 
payroll system for reimbursement. It is not uncommon for accounting staff to spend hours processing expense 
reports and chasing lost receipts. Manually keying data from reports with multiple distribution lines and numerous 
receipts is especially laborious for accounts payable staff. But the overhead required to manually process expense 
reports is staggering when you consider lost employee productivity.
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The True Costs of Manual T&E Expense Report Processing (cont.)

Inefficiencies in the T&E expense management process add up fast. It takes up to 23 minutes for an employee to 
complete a single expense report, per GBTA’s Expense Reporting Around the World: Practices, Pain Points, and 
Productivity. What’s more, it takes between 15 minutes and 22 minutes to correct expense report errors. The time 
required to resolve errors is even more sobering when you consider that an average of 22 percent of expense 
reports have errors, according to GBTA research.

Not surprisingly, 43 percent of large corporations surveyed by PayStream Advisors in 2015 cited increasing overall 
costs as the biggest challenge they face with their T&E management processes.

Incredibly, these manual processing costs are just the tip of the iceberg. There are five hidden costs to manually 
processing expense reports:

1. Man-hours to create, review and approve reports

2. Hard costs for paper, printing and postage

3. Time required for reconciliation and reimbursement

4. Storage fees to archive expense reports

5. Lost productivity and lost opportunity

To determine the labor costs of manual expense report processing, measure how long it takes an employee to 
complete an expense report and determine the amount of salary they earned during that time. For a salesperson 
on commission, measure lost selling time: track the time spent on expense report management, and calculate that 
as a percentage of the salesperson’s available selling time (See below).

Calculating Cost and Lost Opportunity

INDIVIDUAL EMPLOYEE

hourly wage or salary x time spent per report = overhead cost per report

SALES REPRESENTATIVE

total available selling time ÷ time spent per report = lost selling opportunity (%)
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Why Organizations Automate T&E Expense Management
There are many reasons that organizations switch to automated web-based expense management. Corporate 
growth, global expansion, or an increase in the number of employees who submit expense reports each month 
frequently push organizations to automate to achieve greater efficiency. Other organizations automate to resolve 
organizational pain points. But simplifying the expense reporting process for employees and managers is the top 
reason businesses automate. Certify’s 2017 Expense Management Trends report found that the top pressures to 
improve expense management are:

1. Need to reduce expense report processing costs

2. Lack of control over T&E spending

3. Poor visibility into expense data  
(spending, compliance rates)

4. Frequent instances of non-compliance  
travel/expenses

5. Lengthy reimbursement times

It is no wonder that 37 percent of organizations identify the expense management process as the top T&E area of 
improvement, according to Certify’s 2017 Expense management Trends report.

64% of finance 
professionals 

look for automation first when 
evaluating expense management 
software providers, Certify 
research finds.
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Projecting Return on Investment

Projecting ROI from a web-based T&E expense management system is a critical component of the internal 
approval process. Fortunately, organizations identify several contributors to the payback they achieved from 
T&E expense management automation, including an increase in employee productivity, and a reduction in 
administrative overhead, shipping and storage fees, and supplies.

Most organizations surveyed for Certify’s 2017 Expense Management Trends report are achieving a fast return on 
investment. Of those organizations reporting a return on their investment in expense management automation, 70 
percent achieved full ROI in 1 year or less. Eighty-nine percent of organizations reporting an ROI achieved a full 
return in 2 years or less, the trends report finds.

Organizations surveyed by Certify attribute their ROI to broad improvements in expense reporting process 
efficiency, which can reduce overhead and the staffing requirements necessary for processing expense reports. In 
addition, specific system such as travel booking controls, mobile tools and the elimination of payment for duplicate 
receipts also rank high among the features contributing to ROI.

There are several primary drivers of automation ROI, according to those surveyed:

• Improved efficiency/expense reporting process      57%

• Reduction in processing costs (less paper, postage, storage, etc.)   48%

• Travel booking control (pre-trip authorization, etc.)     22%

• Mobile accessibility         22%

• Elimination of payment for duplicate expenses      21%

• Reduction in overhead/staffing requirements      18%

• More accurate mileage tracking/mapping      19%

• Reduction in fraudulent expenses       17%

• Increased employee productivity        21%

These features improve the T&E expense reimbursement process in several ways:

• Faster reimbursement for employees      42%

• More frequent submission of expense reports by employees   28%

• Increased insight into T&E spend       41%

• Decreased or eliminated manual data entry     40%

• Reduction or elimination of Excel spreadsheets     47%

• Reduced time spent creating and approving expense reports   40%

To put a finer point on these improvements, T&E automation has enabled organizations to:

• Reduce mileage expenses by $360,000 in a six-month period

• Increase compliance 50 percent for $200,000 in annual savings

• Eliminate $2,000 in postage costs

• Save 250 hours in accounting time per year

• Reduce paper usage by 5,000 pages annually
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Value-Added Capabilities

Automating T&E expense management also provides organizations with valuable insights into spend management 
trends, and enables them to leverage data in ways that they didn’t necessarily anticipate.

Organizations are leveraging web-based T&E expense management systems to add value to the process 
of executing other duties and responsibilities, including invoicing and payments (identified by 44 percent of 
respondents to Certify’s 2017 Expense Management Trends report), auditing (40 percent), and annual budgeting 
and planning (35 percent), as well as financial reporting, supplier negotiations, and more.

T&E automation enhances the annual budgeting process by breaking down the T&E budget for visibility into 
spending by expense category, department, individual employee, and more. Real-time, granular detail on T&E 
spending enables managers to more accurately budget for future spending.

Automation also minimizes the risk of inaccurate cash forecasting. Incomplete or delayed T&E reporting makes 
accurate bookkeeping impossible. Automation helps ensure the timely submission of expense reports, and notifies 
business travelers and managers when reports are due or awaiting approval.

Additionally automation strengthens regulatory compliance with transparency into T&E reporting. Sarbanes-Oxley, 
the Physician Payments Sunshine Act, and certain Internal Revenue Service expense guidelines set serious 
penalties for organizations and individuals who do not play by the rules. Accountants must prove the effectiveness 
of internal controls, and track compliance and reporting for these complex regulations. Web-based T&E solutions 
provide instant access to expense data as well as built-in compliance features. For example, expense reports can 
only be completed once travelers meet certain hard-coded requirements. What’s more, all expense information is 
electronically stored, and can be accessed and easily analyzed whenever necessary.
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Top Features that Drive T&E ROI

Several features of T&E expense management systems help businesses achieve ROI. The next section details 
some of benefits of these features and explains their use can translate to time and money saved.

Integrated travel booking services
Many web-based expense management systems offer an integrated online travel-booking service or can be 
easily configured to work with one. Integrated travel booking offers two unique and powerful features that make 
employee compliance with policies for airfare and travel-related services easy.

Integrated travel booking is used by 87 percent of 
all companies considered best-in-class for expense 
management, according to Aberdeen Group.

Companies that track and 
apply unused tickets can 
save between 5 percent 
and 8 percent of total 
annual travel budget, the 
2015 GBTA Ancillary Fee 
Handbook reports.

Consider the case of an employee who submits a receipt for $600 in airfare, or $150 below their organization’s 
$750 policy maximum. Lowest logical fare may uncover significantly cheaper flights, if only the business traveler 
didn’t elect to use their preferred carrier to earn frequent flier points.

Another important feature of an integrated travel booking service is pre-trip approval, which requires manager 
prior to finalizing proposed travel bookings in the system. The feature can be configured to meet a range of policy 
guidelines, such as requiring that every itinerary is reviewed and approved by a manager, or requiring review and 
approval of only bookings that deviate from policy.

Pre-trip approval is especially helpful when business travelers who make a lot of last-minute trips, and for business 
travelers who require frequent exceptions from standard policy. The feature keeps managers and supervisors 
informed at every step of the booking process. Mobile capabilities and an internal escalation process help ensure 
that approvals of ticket requests are made in a timely manner.

Lowest logical fare works by automatically identifying the best available rates for any given itinerary. The business 
traveler is then offered only those rates and booking options that are within policy, and that meet any additional 
guidelines such as duration of travel and connecting flights. While lowest logical fare sometimes limits a business 
traveler’s flexibility, the feature ensures that employees purchase the lowest fare available at the time of booking, 
and not just the most convenient fare.
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Mobile capabilities
Ninety percent of best-in-class companies have remote expense management capabilities via a mobile application, 
Aberdeen Group reports. Web-based expense management solutions enable business travelers to snap photos 
of paper receipts with a smartphone, eliminating keying. The technology uses optical character recognition (OCR) 
to automatically parse data into reports (auto-fill). Business travelers can build expense reports from the road as 
receipts are captured and saved. And managers can use a smartphone to review and approve from any locations 
to reduce delays.

Mobile expense reporting 
reduces processing costs 
by 65 percent, and delivers 
quicker report approval and 
reimbursement times, per 
Aberdeen Group

Approval workflows
The digital approval workflows in web-based expense management systems accelerate T&E expense 
reimbursement by automatically notifying managers of reports pending approvals.

Automated policy controls
Building travel policy into expense reporting software can improve T&E policy compliance rates as much as 44 
percent, Aberdeen Group reports. Web-based expense management systems incorporate hard and soft policy 
controls such as spending caps, reporting requirements (i.e. meal attendees), and vendor preferences (such as 
for airfare, rental cars and hotels). The technology also automatically identifies duplicate receipts and flags out-of-
policy expenses (see Saddle Creek case study on page 11). In addition, some web-based expense management 
systems automatically build reports on schedule, and notify employees and managers of availability of reports.

Integration
Businesses can maximize efficiency by integrating web-based expense management systems with downstream 
systems and processes. Accounts payable software and general ledger systems are the two most common system 
integrations for companies using an automated T&E solution, Certify’s 2017 Expense Management Trends report 
finds. Integrating web-based expense management systems with accounting systems automates key finance 
functions while streamlining workflows. What’s more, integrating web-based expense management systems with 
corporate credit cards provides businesses with greater control over employee spending, and faster reconciliation. 
And integrating web-based expense systems with corporate systems such as human resources platforms reduces 
data entry and errors across multiple redundant systems. Reimbursing employees with Automated Clearing House 
transactions further speeds reimbursement and simplifies accounting.

Reporting visibility
Improving visibility into T&E spend is a driving force behind the switch to automation for 30 percent of companies, 
Certify’s 2017 Expense Management Trends report finds. Web-based T&E expense management systems enable 
users to quickly analyze T&E spending by expense category, mileage, department, employee, and more. Web-
based expense management systems also provide real-time visibility into processed and in-progress expense 
reports, enabling managers to better monitor people and processes and approval paths, and identify causes of 
roadblocks and delays. The visibility provided by expense management systems also identifies policy violations or 
fraudulent behavior.

Together, these features deliver a compelling business for T&E automation.
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Saddle Creek Logistics Services

Saddle Creek Logistics Services, which provides integrated warehousing, transportation, packaging, and fulfillment 
services, has experienced firsthand the benefits of T&E automation.

Before automation, the T&E reimbursement process at Saddle Creek Logistics Services was extremely inefficient, 
and provided inadequate visibility and auditing controls. Expense reports with multiple distribution lines and 
numerous receipts required a lot of manual keying. Reports often became “stuck” on the desks of approvers who 
were out of the office. Only a sample of T&E expense reports were audited. Reporting was limited to general ledger 
account information. And frequent approval delays required rush payments to satisfy credit card deadlines.

After an evaluation of available solutions, Saddle Creek Logistics Services selected Certify’s web-based T&E 
expense management software. Certify’s solution stood out from its competitors because of its ease-of-use, short 
implementation timeframe, and low cost of ownership.

Today, Saddle Creek Logistics Services employees electronically submit expense reports via a smartphone or the 
web. The reports are digitally routed for approval based on pre-configured business rules. Once expense reports 
are approved, accounts payable is automatically notified that the reports are ready for audit and processing. After 
a report is approved for reimbursement, the information is seamlessly uploaded to the organization’s enterprise 
resource planning system.

Saddle Creek Logistics Services saved $60,000 the first year after automating its T&E expense management 
process, largely because of catching duplicate expenses, incorrect amounts, and other errors. The 
Lakeland, FL-based logistics company still saves between $25,000 and $30,000 annually by catching duplicate 
expenses, incorrect amounts, and other errors.

What’s more, automation reduced the time that accounts payable staff spends processing T&E expense reports, 
accelerated reimbursements to business travelers and eliminate rush payments, enhanced T&E reporting, and 
automated auditing steps such as the verification of dates and amounts.

Conclusion

Businesses spend a lot of money on travel to attract and retain customers, strengthen partner relations, and 
develop their staff. Money spent on business travel can be a big contributor to revenues and profits. But T&E 
expenses also are a notoriously hard-to-control area of spending, particularly if a business relies on manual or 
semi-automated processes. T&E expense report automation enables businesses to maximize their travel spending, 
while achieving return on their automation investments through increased staff productivity, reduced overhead 
costs, and fewer errors and policy violations.
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About Certify
Certify is T&E expense management made easy

With thousands of users and satisfied customers worldwide, Certify the leading fully automated travel and 
entertainment expense management solution for companies of every size. The easy-to-use Certify cloud-based 
interface and mobile application with electronic receipt capture allow organizations to book travel and complete 
expense reports and reimbursement quickly, easily, and cost-effectively. All while reducing overhead processing 
costs, increasing compliance with corporate policy and simplifying the overall T&E management process for 
employees, accountants and administrators. Uncover your hidden T&E expense reporting costs today at  
www.certify.com/Expense-Management-Cost-Calculator. 

About the AP & P2P Network
The AP & P2P Network is the leading provider of training, education and certification programs specifically for 
Accounts Payable, Procure-to-Pay, Global and Shared Services professionals as well as Controllers and their F&A 
teams.

Membership to the AP & P2P Network (www.app2p.com) provides comprehensive tools and resources to 
financial operations professionals who manage or are deeply involved in the Accounts Payable and Procure-to-Pay 
process.  

Focus areas include best practices for every AP & P2P function; AP & P2P metrics and benchmarking data; 
tax and regulatory compliance (e.g. 1099, 1042-S, W-9, W-8, Sales & Use Tax, Escheatment, VAT, Canadian 
Tax, Internal Controls); solutions to real-world problems challenging your department; AP & P2P automation 
case studies; member Q&A networking forums, Ask the Experts, calculators, and more than 300 downloadable, 
customizable AP & P2P policies, flowcharts, templates and internal control checklists.

A membership to the AP & P2P Network provides tangible ROI to any organization – saving your organization time, 
money and keeping you compliant.

Over 10,000 professionals have been certified as an Accredited Payables Specialist or Manager (available in 
English, Simple Chinese and Spanish), and Certified Professional Controller through the AP & P2P Network and its 
parent company, the Institute of Finance & Management.

AP & P2P Network also hosts the Accounts Payable and Procure-to-Pay Conference and Expo (Spring and Fall), 
designed to facilitate education and peer networking. 

The AP & P2P Network is produced by the Institute of Finance and Management (IOFM), which is the leading 
organization providing training, education and certification programs specifically for professionals in Accounts 
Payable, Procure-to-Pay, Accounts Receivable and Orderto-Cash, as well as key tax and compliance resources 
for Global and Shared Services professionals, Controllers and their F&A teams. With a universe of over 100,000 
financial operations professionals, IOFM is the trusted source of information in the rapidly evolving field of financial 
operations.

http://www.certify.com/Expense-Management-Cost-Calculator
http://www.app2p.com

